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28 March 2020

Dear SGV Alumni,
We hope that you and your families are keeping safe and well during these trying times. Many parts of
the country have been placed under enhanced community quarantine (ECQ) or similar restrictive
measures and we understand how this can cause uncertainty and anxiety for many. We are SGVeans
and throughout our Firm’s history, we have found ways to remain optimistic and resilient despite the
many challenges that have come our way.
We would like to take this moment to reassure you, that SGV is doing its best to safeguard our people,
manage our client deliverables, and support our communities. We have a Crisis Management Team that
continuously monitors developments that affect us personally and as a Firm. Our business continuity
plan is in place. Our technological resources allow our people to continue delivering exceptional client
service as we all work from home. At the same time, we are initiating an online wellness program to help
all our people cope during the ECQ. In every way, we remain faithful to our purpose to nurture leaders
and enable businesses for a better Philippines.
The SGV Foundation has also reached out and joined hands with institutions that are spearheading
projects to aid those severely affected by the ECQ such as the front liners whose very lives are at stake
and impoverished communities for their basic necessities. In our small way, we have made contributions
to these causes despite our very limited working conditions and resources.
We continue to pray for God’s protection and enduring mercy for all our people including our beloved
SGV alumni all over the world. We believe that by God’s grace, we will conquer these trials and emerge
a stronger and even more purposeful SGV.
God bless and keep us all safe!

With best personal regards,

Wilson P. Tan
Country Managing Partner
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